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316 
&& nXamJ H$ë`mU && 

gmYmo ^mB© g_P gmoM ahmo JmµT>m 
O Saint, think wise, deeply, understand and remain firm. 

^oXr ~rZm ~mV _Vr _mZmo && g~ hr [\$aV ho AmµS>m &&Qo>a&& 
O Saint, except for a saint who knows the path to the immortal realm do 
not heed the words of any other enlightened, meditative, or 
accomplished being, including Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh, Shakti, 
avatars, Om, or Soham, who claim to lead you to Amarlok (the eternal 
realm). All of them obstruct one's attainment of supreme liberation 
(param moksha) or keep the soul from reaching it. Therefore, oh saint, 
understand this, ponder it deeply, and then stand firm and unwavering. 
Listen only to the one who knows the secret path. 

Amnmo ImoO Amn Zhr§ MrÝ`m && V~ bJ _m`m nyOo && 
~§H$ Zmi hmo` CbQ> Z MS>r`m && O~ bJ Zmd Z gyOo &&1&& 

Until you discover the Brahma within yourself, that is, until you realize 
that the Supreme Brahma resides in your own Brahma, or that the 
Supreme Lord resides in your own soul, you are engaging in the worship 
of Maya, just like all the other living beings in the world who will never 
attain liberation. Understand this. Until you ascend the tenth door by 
turning back through the Banknaal (spiritual path passing through spinal 
cord) within your own body, you will not be convinced or believe that the 
Supreme Lord resides in the Brahma i.e. soul of your own self. 

^«_mdU Hy§$ go Hw$i OJ ho && ñ_Pmdo OZ [~im© && 
Nw>N>_ ~oX Ho$ ^oX [~Zm ao && g~ _m`m H$m [H$aim &&2&& 

Satguru Sukhramji Maharaj says that all the people of the world, whether 
they are men, women, scholars, meditators or even Brahma, Vishnu, 
Mahadev, Shakti, etc., they think that there is not a bit of the sorrow of 
death angle in the devotion of Maya. On the contrary, they believe that 
the method of removing the sorrow of death angle and giving eternal 
happiness is the devotion of Maya. They spread the illusion in the world 
that there is no other devotion except the devotion of Maya that can 
remove sorrow forever and give happiness. 
They do not know even a bit of the subtle secret of the supreme bliss of 
the supreme Lord. Satguru Sukhramji Maharaj says, the whole world is 
there to delude the soul, but there are very few saints who can enlighten. 
Therefore, the knowledge of all these is just a useless clamor that comes 
out of the mouth of death angle. It is not the real knowledge of supreme 
liberation that comes out of death angle. 
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~mdZ ha\$ ~oX H$m H$hr`o && AmoD$± AOnmo D$bm && 
A~JV AbI [Za§OU Jmdo && ^oX [~Zm g~ ^ybm &&3&& 

Satguru Sukhramji Maharaj says that all the rituals, mantras are made 
up of the 52 letters mentioned in the Vedas are Maya, and Om one of 
the resonances is also Maya. And that which is not chanted, such as 
Ajappa, is the ParBrahm (death angle). This death angle as creator 
(ParBrahm) unites with Maya and creates the universe, and when time 
comes, becomes death angle and consumes the universe. Thus, this is 
the real Maya. 
Some knowledgeable and meditative people call this ParBrahm, the 
eternal God, as Gyani (knowledgeable), Dhyani (meditative), and 
Avigyat (unknown), while others call it "Gyani, Dhyani, and Alkh 
(invisible), and some call it Gyani, Dhyani, and Niranjan (without flaws, 
pure), and consider it to be a renunciate beyond Maya. However, these 
knowledgeable and meditative people do not understand that this Gyani, 
Dhyani, and Avigyat, the eternal ParBrahm God, is the real Maya that 
creates the universe. Due to their inability to understand the secret of 
Satnaam (true name), these knowledgeable and meditative people have 
been lost in the Vedas, Shastras, Puranas, Om, Soham, Ajappa, 
ParBrahm-Honnkal(death angle). 

~«åhm [~ñZ _hoga gº$r && `oho À`mê§$ Zo Ymam && 
AµS>dm§ \$mµS> [Zgao ~mao && gmo OZ CVao ho nmam &&4&& 

Due to the forgetfulness of the true name (Satnaam), all the men and 
women , knowledgeable and meditative people of the world have 
embraced Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh, and Shakti. However, they fail to 
understand that these very deities are obstacles in the path of attaining 
ultimate liberation (Param Moksha).  
Just as birds refrain from eating the grains in a field because of 
scarecrows, assuming it as humans and fly away even when hungry. 
Those birds realize that these scarecrows are not real humans but mere 
effigies of straw, dwell in that field and satiate their hunger with the 
grains. 
Similarly, when the soul, having experienced the 84 lakh yonis (cycles of 
rebirth), enters the human body, it can attain the fruit of ultimate 
liberation (Param Moksha). However, Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh, and 
Shakti act as obstacles, just like scarecrows in a field, preventing the 
soul from consuming the fruit. In same way these deities Bramham, 
Vishnu and Mahesh do not allow to eat the fruit of seeking the ultimate 
liberation (param-moksha). As the birds which do not get scared of the 
scarecrows and eat the grains happily, in the same way one who do not 
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get scared of these deities they will give trouble if not worshiped will 
worship the supreme Lord the Satswarup and attain ultimate liberation. 

^[U`m Iam JwÊ`m Zhr§ H$moB© && O~ bJ H$m_ Z Amdo && 
Ho$ gwIam_ ^oX [~Z ^Or`m± && n«__moI Zhr§ nmdo &&5&& 

The Vedas of Brahma, the scriptures and Hatha Yoga of Shankar, the 
Navavidya devotion of Vishnu, the swan of Shakti, the Puranas of Ved 
Vyas, etc., have been read and understood many times, and it has been 
understood that the knowledge of these 52 letters, Om, Soham, Ajappa 
does not lead to ultimate liberation it is understood with discrimination. 
Reading and understanding all these are of no use in attaining liberation. 
Satguru Sukhramji Maharaj says that the knowledge of the secrets of 
Satnaam, the causes of 52 letters, Om, Soham, Ajappa, Brahma, 
Vishnu, Mahadev, Shakti, avatars, in which there is no secret of ultimate 
liberation, will not lead to ultimate liberation by worshipping such 
knowledge. 
Ultimate liberation can be attained only by worshipping Satnaam. 
Therefore, all saints who desire ultimate liberation, understand and 
consider that the causes of 52 letters, Om, Soham, Ajappa are Maya 
and there is no method of attaining ultimate liberation in them, and do 
not believe in the words of any Maya or knowledgeable, meditative men 
and women of Brahma, except for those who know the secret of ultimate 
liberation. 

 
 


